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Amber Liu - Closed Doors

                            tom:
                G
Intro: Bm  G7M  Em7  G7M

 Bm7      G7M                Em7  G7M
Hold me like you did before
 Bm7         G7M                         Em7
Don?t speak, we?ll keep this quiet till dusk
G7M
We don?t need to care no more, no more
Bm
You don?t like lights
G7M                                Em7
  You?d rather stay for the night
                 Em7
We can?t seem to fight it
Bm                     G7M
I see it in your eyes

You know you can?t deny
Em7                                 G7M
The ease to take all the burden put them aside

              Bm
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
What?s behind these closed doors
              Em7
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
Everything that we plan on fighting for
       A      Bm
Nobody has to know
Bm7                   G7M
We don?t need say the places we can go
       Em7
Please just hold me in your arms
              G7M                 Bm
And I?ll make sure to dry your tears

  Bm
We don?t need to run
                  G7M
We don?t need to hide
                                  Em7
We don?t need to keep on choosing sides

(But here we stand again)
G7M
We can?t seem to fight it
Bm                     G7M
I see it in your eyes

You know you can?t deny
Em7                                 G7M
The ease to take all the burden put them aside

              Bm
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
What?s behind these closed doors
              Em7
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
Everything that we plan on fighting for
       A      Bm
Nobody has to know

Bm7                   G7M
We don?t need say the places we can go
       Em7
Please just hold me in your arms
              G7M               Bm
And I?ll make sure to dry your tears

[Bridge]

(Nobody has to know
G7M
Nobody has to know)
              Em7
No nobody has to

(Nobody has to know
G7M
Nobody has to know)
           Bm
Nobody has to

(Nobody has to know
G7M
Nobody has to know)
                    Em7
Nobody has to know, yeah

(Nobody has to know)

Nobody has to know

              Bm
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
What?s behind these closed doors
              Em7
Nobody has to know
                           G7M
Everything that we plan on fighting for
       A      Bm
Nobody has to know
Bm7                   G7M
We don?t need say the places we can go
       Em7
Please just hold me in your arms
              G7M
And I?ll make sure to dry your

               Bm
Nobody has to know
                  G7M
Runaway, runaway, runaway
              Em7
Nobody has to know
                  G7M
Runaway, runaway, runaway
              Bm
Nobody has to know
                  G7M
Runaway, runaway, runaway
              Em7
Nobody has to know
                  G7M
Runaway, runaway, runaway

[Final] Bm  G7M  Em7  G7M
        Bm  G7M  Em7  G7M

Acordes


